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I.

INTRODUCTION
The seasonal water level draw-downs of the coastal structures in the south Miami-Dade

County area for agricultural purposes have occurred for over thirty years. The authorization is
provided by specific South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) Governing Board
actions. The key affected structures are S-21A, S-20F and S-179. The specific operational
actions are taken by the Water Management District (District) operations staff based upon field
visits to agricultural operations, predicted and past precipitation events, observed water levels in
the areas, and proposed planting schedules by local growers.
A. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to document, for the 2009/2010 dry season, the actual
procedures, field conditions and observations affecting the seasonal operations.
B. BACKGROUND
The operations and maintenance of the S-21A, S-20F and S-179 structures is the
responsibility of the South Florida Water Management District, acting as local sponsor for the
federally authorized Central and Southern Florida Flood Control Project. These structures were
designed and constructed by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). Structure S-21A was
transferred from the USACE to the Water Management District for operations and maintenance
in 1966 and S-20F and S-179 were transferred in 1967. The seasonal operations of these water
control structures to facilitate agricultural practices in the South Miami-Dade County area has
occurred for over 30 years. For this dry season (2009/2010) the Governing Board of the District
authorized a modified operational range beginning on October 15th. Structures S-20F and S-179
were to be set at their low ranges whereas Structure S-21A would be set at an “interim” level
with gate openings set at 2.0 feet NGVD and closings at 1.6 feet NGVD.
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II.

STRUCTURES
A. STRUCTURE S-21A
This is a concrete, gated spillway with two vertical lift gates located on the C-102 canal

at its junction with the L-31E levee. The design of this structure was to pass the design flood
flows without exceeding upstream design flood stages. It is designed to pass 1330 cfs with a
design upstream stage of 1.9 feet NGVD.

Figure 1 – Structure S-21A
There are three operational ranges in effect for this structure: the High (upstream held between
2.2 and 1.8 feet NGVD), Intermediate (upstream held between 1.8 and 1.4 feet NGVD) and Low
(upstream held between 1.4 and 1.0 feet NGVD) Ranges. Normal operations would schedule
these three ranges as follows: High – from April 30th to October 15th; Intermediate – from
December 30th to April 30th; and Low – from October 15th to December 30th. The selection of
operational range is meant to be flexible based upon field conditions and agricultural activity.
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For the 2009/2010 Dry Season an “interim” range of 2.0 to 1.6 feet NGVD was established. As
long as rainfall persists within the basin, the low range setting will remain in effect until the
water table recedes below the root zone of the seasonal crops.

The details on structure

operations are in Appendix A.
B. STRUCTURE S-20F
This is a concrete gated spillway with three vertical lift gates located near the mouth of
C-103 at its junction with the L-31E levee. The design of this structure was to pass the design
flood flows without exceeding upstream design flood stages. It is designed to pass 2900 cfs with
a design upstream stage of 1.9 feet NGVD.

Figure 2 – Structure S-20F
There are three operational ranges in effect for this structure: the High (upstream held between
2.2 and 1.8 feet NGVD), Intermediate (upstream held between 1.7 and 1.3 feet NGVD) and Low
(upstream held between 1.4 and 1.0 feet NGVD) Ranges. Normal operations would schedule
these three ranges as follows: High – from April 30th to October 15th; Intermediate – from
4

December 30th to April 30th; and Low – from October 15th to December 30th. The selection of
operational range is meant to be flexible based upon field conditions and agricultural activity.
As long as rainfall persists within the basin, the low range setting will remain in effect until the
water table recedes below the root zone of the seasonal crops.

The details on structure

operations are in Appendix A.
C. STRUCTURE S-179
This is a concrete gated spillway with two vertical lift gates located on C-103 upstream of
S-20F. The design of this structure was to pass the design flood flows without exceeding
upstream design flood stages. It is designed to pass 1920 cfs with a design upstream stage of 3.8
feet NGVD. There are two operational ranges in effect for this structure: the High (upstream
held between 3.9 and 3.1 feet NGVD) and the Low (upstream held between 3.1 and 2.7 feet
NGVD) Ranges. Normal operations would attempt to maintain an optimum headwater elevation
which varies seasonally. Most of the time the target optimum level is 3.5 feet NGVD. During
the first month of the growing season (October to April) the automatic operation is set to the
Low Range, then, depending on weather conditions, the high setting is used. During wet
conditions the low setting may be used. As long as rainfall persists within the basin, the low
range setting may remain in effect until the water table recedes below the root zone of the crops.
The details on structure operations are in Appendix A.

III.

OPERATIONS COORDINATION
During this period of operations (October 1, 2009 through April 30, 2010) the observed

and documented communication protocols for structure operations involved the growers, the
Homestead Field Station staff and the Operations staff at District headquarters. Several key
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agricultural sites were selected and monitored during this draw-down period. These sites and
associated canals and structures are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Agricultural Indicator Sites
These four sites within the South Dade Agricultural Area were visited by field station personnel
and photo-documented on October 7, November 9, November 25 and December 29 of 2009, as
well as on January 11, February 3, March 15 and April 12, 2010. The photos are available for
each site for background information. Prior to and after each visit the Director of the Homestead
Field Station discussed with the on-duty operations manager the conditions observed, past and
predicted precipitation, water levels and appropriate actions to be taken to minimize property
damages. When the operations manager felt that conditions warranted structural operation
6

changes, he would direct the Control Staff as such. His decisions were recorded in a set of
official log books maintained in the Control Room. Example sheets from this period are
included in Appendix B to show the types of operational decisions and actions taken.

IV.

RAINFALL
A. ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS
The precipitation records for the period of June 1 through September 30 th were evaluated

to determine the general water resource conditions in the basins prior to the draw-down period.
Rainfall at the Homestead Field Station was evaluated in relation to the previous 40-year period
as shown on Figure 4.
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Figure 4 – Rainfall at Homestead Field Station from June to September
The value for 2009 was 29.05 inches which was the 8 th lowest in the period of record and more
than 5 inches below the mean. This resulted in “naturally” lower water levels as the area entered
into the draw-down period. The result is that the field conditions, as will be seen in the October
7, 2009 photos, were almost ready for cultivation with very little standing water remaining to be
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removed. In accordance with the agreed operating criteria the structures were placed on lower
operating ranges on October 15, 2009. A look at one of the indicator sites in Figure 5 gives a
view of conditions prior to and during the draw-down. As seen on October 7th, the water levels
are just below the surface but still too shallow to bring in equipment for cultivation, whereas by
November 9th the field conditions were compatible with the necessary land forming and planting
processes.

Figure 5 – Field Conditions at Site 1 on October 7, 2009 (Looking West)
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Figure 6 – Field Conditions at Site 1 on November 9, 2009
Figure 7 gives a time-elapsed photographic journal of the field conditions at Site 1 throughout
the draw-down period. It is important to note that even with the draw-down, which allowed for
the land preparation and planting of seeds, there were still periods of significant above-ground
ponding which impacted the productivity of the area. An additional meteorological condition
that had an effect on the crops was a very unusual cold period during the winter that inhibited
some crop growth success.
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Figure 7 – Chronological Photography of Site 1
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B. RAINFALL DURING DRAW-DOWN
The rainfall at the Homestead Field Station from October 1, 2009 to January 31, 2010
was 13.05 inches (shown in blue), which was only about one-half inch more than the mean
(shown as multi-colored) for the period of record as shown in Figure 8a. The rainfall for the
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Figure 8a – Rainfall for period of October through January at HFS

period of October 1, 2009 to April 30, 2010 was 22.6 inches (shown in red), which was 3 inches
more than the mean (shown as multi-colored) as shown in Figure 8b. The daily distribution is
shown in Figure 9. The area received over 5 inches of rain on November 25 th which explains the
extensive field flooding at Site 1 for that date shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 8b – Rainfall for period of October through April at HFS

Figure 9 – Daily Distribution of Rainfall at HFS
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V.

WATER LEVEL DATA
The next series of Figures will show the headwater stages that occurred at the associated

structures for the period of October 1, 2009 through April 30, 2010. An extensive surface and
groundwater collection effort is underway by the District. Figure 10 shows the distribution of
the monitoring sites.

Figure 10 – South Miami-Dade County Monitoring Stations
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Figure 11 – S-21A Headwater during Draw-down Period

Figure 12 – S-21A Discharges during Draw-down Period
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The management of the water levels during this draw-down period in relation to the
multiple operating zones can best be viewed on individual plots for the structures. For example,
Figure 11 shows the headwater stages held at S-21A in relation to its three normal operational
ranges. It is clear to see that the use of an “interim” water level zone of 2.0 to 1.6 feet NGVD
helped in the management of the water levels at S-21A such that the minimum amount of water
was lost from the basin while balancing the needs of the individual growers. In reality, it can be
seen that it was not really necessary to bring the water levels all the way down to the lowest
range until the onset of the November 25th precipitation event. By lowering the stage by two
tenths on October 15th the growers were able to get their equipment in and prepare the fields.
One positive contributor to this somewhat unique opportunity was the significantly below normal
antecedent rainfall season. This way the District water managers were able to balance water
resource protection with the local agricultural requirements.
An interesting observation can be made from the discharge data shown in Figure 12.
This plot is hourly data retrieved from the USACE web-site.

If this were the only data

downloaded then someone would get the impression that the gates on S-21A were open during a
tailwater/headwater reversal caused by high tides and that a flow of over 80 cfs would have come
from the saltwater side into the fresh (headwater) water side. By looking at the data for the
month of October using this data (Figure 13) it can also be seen that the tailwater is higher than
the headwater with anticipated backflow rates predicted. It can be seen that the tailwater did rise
above 2.5 feet NGVD during this period. However, by taking a close look at the telemetry data
for the incident it can be seen that there was in reality very little reversal of flow as the gates
automatically closed when the high tailwater was measured. The tailwater began to rise above
the headwater at 19:57 on October 17th and the gates began closing and were fully closed 4
15

minutes later at 20:01. The point here is simply that assumptions cannot be made about
structure operations based upon a limited data set (hourly in this case).

Figure 13 – HEC-DSS plot of S-21A data for October 2009
Figure 14 shows the headwater stages at S-20F for the full period of October 1, 2009
through April 30, 2010. The only unusual period is the morning of January 6 th when the
headwater stage fell below the bottom of the low range for a 7-hour period. There was no
recorded precipitation event or written operational order that identified why. There may have
16

been a malfunction of the gate operator. Some detailed investigation discovered that there was a
malfunction in the software (DDSP protocols) that was detected on that day and rectified within
a short time period. There were no instances of back-flow as there was sufficient freshwater
flow during the period to maintain a positive head balance.

Figure 14 – S-20F Headwater Stages
During the draw-down operations, as can be seen from Figure 14, it was not necessary to pull the
stages down to the lowest operational levels because of the below-normal antecedent conditions
and the fact that, except for the heaviest rainfall, the operations were adequately managed within
the Intermediate Range. There were no complaints received from the agricultural community and
the water resources upstream were preserved by these operations. As can be seen in Figure 15,
ground water levels responded soon after the rise and fall of the nearby control structure.
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Figure 15 – Relationship Between S-21A and G-3701 Levels

VI.

SUMMARY
The management of the water levels in the South Miami-Dade County area during the

period of October 1, 2009 through April 30, 2010 has been presented herein along with
supporting data to demonstrate the overall system performance. The water control operations
considered both the agricultural needs and the preservation of the water resources of the area
with a balancing process. The system skills and experience of the Operation Managers and the
Homestead field staff along with the field observations were critical for operating the system to
optimize performance. Substantial data has been collected and is available for review. Within
the appendices to this report are detailed operational guidelines, operational logs and field
inspection photographs.
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APPENDIX A
Detailed Structure Operations

STRUCTURE 20F
This structure is a reinforced concrete, gated spillway with discharge controlled by three
cable operated, vertical lift gates. Operation of the gates is automatically controlled so that the
gate hydraulic operating system opens or closes the gates in accordance with the operational
criteria. The structure is located near the mouth of Canal 103 at its junction with Levee 31E and
about 2000 feet from the shore of Biscayne Bay.
PURPOSE
This structure maintains optimum water control stages upstream in Canal 103; it passes
the design flood (40 percent of the Standard Project Flood) without exceeding upstream flood
design stage, and restricts downstream flood stages and discharge velocities to non-damaging
levels; and it prevents saline intrusion during periods of high flood tides.
OPERATION
This structure will operate to maintain an optimum headwater elevation which varies
seasonally from a low during the dry season of 1.4 feet to a maximum during the wet season of
2.2 feet, when sufficient water is available to maintain this level. The automatic controls on gates
will function as follows:
High Range
When the headwater elevation rises to 2.2 feet, the gates will open at six inches per minute;
When the headwater elevation rises or falls to 2.0 feet, the gates will become stationary;
When the headwater elevation falls to 1.8 feet, the gates will close.
Intermediate Range
When the headwater elevation rises to 1.7 feet, the gates will open at six inches per minute;
When the headwater elevation rises or falls to 1.5 feet, the gates will become stationary;
When the headwater elevation falls to 1.3 feet, the gates will close.
Low Range
When the headwater elevation rises to 1.40 feet, the gates will open at six inches per minute;
When the headwater elevation rises or falls to 1.20 feet, the gates will become stationary;
When the headwater elevation falls to 1.00 feet, the gates will close.
The selection of the operational range will be based on the field conditions and
agricultural activity. The approximate periods for the three modes of operation are:
High Range Operation (April 30th to October 15th)
Intermediate Range Operation (December 30th to April 30th)
Low Range Operation (October 15th to December 30th)
Note: As long as rainfall persists within the basin, the low range setting will remain in effect
until the water table within the basin recedes below the root zone of seasonal crops. This
operating criteria is used for seasonal agriculture. It does not provide any protection for yearround agriculture below the high range settings, from April 30th to October 15th.

Salinity Regulation
In addition to maintaining optimum upstream fresh water control, as described above under
Flood Control Regulation, the automatic controls on this structure have an over-riding control
which closes the gates, regardless of the upstream level in the rare event of a high tide, whenever
the differential between the head and tailwater pool elevations reaches 0.3 feet.

STRUCTURE 21A
This structure is a reinforced concrete, gated spillway, with discharge controlled by two
cable operated, vertical lift gates. Operation of the gates is automatically controlled so that the
gate hydraulic operating system opens or closed the gates in accordance with the seasonal
operational criteria. The structure is located near the mouth of Canal 102 at its junction with
Levee 31E and about a mile from the shore of Biscayne Bay.
PURPOSE
This structure maintains optimum water control stages upstream in Canal 102; it passes
the design flood (40 percent of the Standard Project Flood) without exceeding upstream flood
design stage, and restricts downstream flood stages and discharge velocities to non-damaging
levels; and it prevents saline intrusion during periods of high flood tides.
OPERATION
This structure will be operated to maintain an optimum headwater elevation which varies
seasonally from a low during the dry season of 1.4 to a maximum during the flood season of 2.2
feet, when sufficient water is available to maintain this level. The automatic controls on gates
function as follows:
High Range
When the headwater elevation rises to 2.20 feet, the gates will open at six inches per minute;
When the headwater elevation rises or falls to 2.0 feet, the gates will become stationary;
When the headwater elevation falls to 1.8 feet, the gates will close at six inches per minute.
Intermediate Range
When the headwater elevation rises to 1.8 feet, the gates will open at six inches per minute;
When the headwater elevation rises or falls to 1.6 feet, the gates will become stationary;
When the headwater elevation falls to 1.4 feet, the gates will close at six inches per minute.
Low Range
When the headwater elevation rises to 1.40 feet, the gates will open at six inches per minute;
When the headwater elevation rises or falls to 1.20 feet, the gates will become stationary;
When the headwater elevation falls to 1.0 feet, the gates will close.
The selection of operational range will be based on field conditions and agricultural
activity. The approximate periods for the three modes of operation are:
High Range Operation (April 30th to October 15th)
Intermediate Range Operation (December 30th to April 30th)
Low Range Operation (October 15th to December 30th)
Note: As long as rainfall persists within the basin, the low range setting will remain in effect
until the water table within the basin recedes below the root zone of seasonal crops. This
operating criteria is used for seasonal agriculture. It does not provide any protection for yearround agriculture below the high range settings, from April 30th to October 15th.

Salinity Regulation
In addition to maintaining optimum upstream fresh water control, as described above
under Flood Control Regulation, the automatic controls on this structure have an over-riding
control which closes the gates, regardless of the upstream water level in the rare event of a high
flood tide, whenever the differential between the head and tailwater pool elevations reaches 0.2
feet.

STRUCTURE 179
This structure is a reinforced concrete, gated spillway with discharge controlled by cable
operated, vertical lift gates. Operation of the gates is automatically controlled so that the gate
operating system opens or closes the gates in accordance with the operational criteria. The
structure is located on Canal 103 about 650 feet west of Tallahassee Road in Southern Dade
County.
PURPOSE
This structure maintains optimum upstream water control stages in Canal 103; it passes
the design flood (40% of the Standard Project Flood) without exceeding the upstream flood
design stage, and restricts downstream flood stages and channel velocities to non-damaging
levels.
OPERATION
This structure will be operated to maintain an optimum headwater elevation which varies
seasonally. Most of the time, this optimum is 3.5 feet, when sufficient water is available to
maintain this level. During the first month of the growing season (October 15 to the end of
April), the automatic operation is adjusted to the low setting. And then, depending on weather
conditions, the high setting is used. During wet conditions, that is, when the high setting would
raise the water table into the root zone, the low setting is used. During the non-growing season,
the high setting is used. The automatic controls function as follows:
Low Setting
When the headwater elevation rises to 3.1 feet, the gates will open at six inches per minute;
When the headwater elevation rises or falls to 2.9 feet, the gates will become stationary;
When the headwater elevation falls to 2.7 feet, the gates will close at six inches per minute.
High Setting
When the headwater elevation rises to 3.9 feet, the gates will open at six inches per minute;
When the headwater elevation rises or falls to 3.5 feet, the gates will become stationary;
When the headwater elevation falls to 3.1 feet, the gates will close at six inches per minute.

APPENDIX B
Control Room Operational Logs

APPENDIX C
Field Inspection Documentation

